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Remote Support Portal



Ticketing Portal
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IT Security
Cybersecurity & endpoint protection
Data backups & disaster recovery
Endpoint detection and response (EDR)
Security awareness training
Email protection
Spam & DNS website filtering
Managed detection & response (MDR)
Multi-factor authentication services
IDPS: Intrusion detection and prevention systems
Virtual CIO services
Technical business review (TBR)





Managed IT
Co-managed IT services
IT helpdesk & support
Proactive maintenance
Status monitoring
Endpoint management





Professional IT Services
IT audit & compliance
Software and workflows
Microsoft 365 optimization
Cybersecurity consulting
Business continuity
Application development





IT Infrastructure
Microsoft 365 (M365) support
Network support
VoIP services








Industries




Healthcare & medical organizations
Financial & accounting services
K-12 educational institutions
Manufacturing & distribution
Non-profit organizations







Our Story


About UsTestimonials
Blog
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Contact Us


Contact UsSubmit a TicketRemote Support PortalTicketing PortalBilling Portal
Talk to an Expert
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Your Cybersecurity-Focused IT Partner
We help SMBs in Altoona, Pennsylvania stay secure and grow faster with exceptional IT support. With an average response time of 15 mins and >90% first-contact resolution, you can count on us...
Talk to an Expert
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"The team at UDNI is relentless in pursuit of following the NIST cybersecurity standards best practices to help us deliver on our mission to our customers"
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Are you struggling with inadequate IT support?
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Are your network security concerns keeping you up at night? Are you tired of waiting endlessly for IT issues to be resolved? Perhaps, you are you frustrated with the high cost of mediocre IT services. We get it!

If you're battling with an underperforming IT provider, it's time for a change. At UDNI, we offer responsive, reliable, and secure IT solutions that keep your business ahead of the curve. 

With us on your side, you can say goodbye to IT frustrations and hello to streamlined success.
Talk to an Expert

          
        







IT infrastructure
Our innovative IT solutions ensure seamless operations, enhanced security, and strategic technology alignment to drive your business success.



Managed IT
Unlock the full potential of your business with our services, designed to streamline your technology for peak efficiency and enhanced security.



Professional IT Services
We offer customized IT services and unique strategies  that align perfectly with your business goals and cater to your specific needs.



IT Security
Elevate your defense against cyber threats with our security solutions and experience peace of mind knowing your business is protected.




It's time for a change!
Achieve peace of mind with UDNI
We understand the challenges you face. We've been out here, for over 20 years, helping businesses just like yours. But what sets us apart from other IT providers? It's our personalized approach and our commitment to not just meeting, but exceeding your IT needs. 

Our team boasts several years of experience, specializing in cybersecurity and IT management. Our expertise, coupled with a deep understanding of your industry's specific needs, makes us the perfect choice for your business.

Our IT solutions are not just solutions, but catalysts for success. At UDNI, we're more than just an IT service provider. We're your partners in navigating the complex world of technology. 
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Why UDNI?
We provide top-tier IT solutions tailored to your business needs!
Struggling with unreliable IT support or facing security concerns? You're not alone. Many businesses in Altoona, Pennsylvania face these same challenges. But there's a solution... 

At UDNI, we offer comprehensive IT solutions that are secure, efficient and that address your specific needs. From ensuring regulatory compliance and proactive cybersecurity measures to providing efficient IT management and responsive support, our team is equipped to handle all your IT concerns. 

We ensure your IT infrastructure is robust and ready for the future. You can trust us to be your guide in the digital world.





Experience the UDNI difference in managed IT services
Let's work together to upgrade your managed IT services experience
At UDNI, we combine local expertise with global standards to deliver IT solutions that empower your business. From rapid response times to robust security measures, our services are designed to address your unique challenges and drive your success.
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Rapid response times
Say goodbye to long waiting times. We offer lightning-fast responses, with an average time of just 15 mins. Our swift responses mean less downtime and more productivity for your business.
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Robust security
The safety of your assets is our top priority. We'll arm your business with industry-leading cybersecurity tools, that will keep you protected against even the most advanced threats.
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Cost-efficient solutions
Budget constraints should not compromise your IT needs. We offer effective IT solutions that not only save you money but also add value to your business.
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Expert technical advice
Our team is not just technically proficient; they are trusted advisors. With over 20 years of experience, we provide the expertise you need to navigate the complex IT landscape.
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Proactive problem-solving
We don't just solve IT issues; we work to prevent them from happening in the first place. Our forward-thinking approach ensures your systems are robust and future-proof. 
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Personalized support
Based in Central Pennsylvania, we understand your unique business environment. And we offer personalized support, tailored to your specific needs.



Talk to an Expert

          
        





Hear from our clients...
























“UDNI has adopted a true sense of the importance of the interactions between our regulated industry business-critical toolsets, our IT systems, the security therein, and the continuity thereof in our day-to-day operations.”
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“UDNI helped us update our technology so that we feel safer as we try to traverse today’s turbulent cyber threat landscape with UDNI at the wheel. “ 
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“The team at UDNI is relentless in pursuit of following the NIST Cybersecurity Standards best practices to help us deliver on our mission to our customers“ 
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Our blog
Stay ahead with essential IT tips and strategies
We are dedicated to sharing our expertise and insights generously, providing you with practical IT strategies, best practices, and the latest trends.

[image: what are the benefits of cloud computing services]March 26, 2024
Sky-High Potential: Unveiling the Transformative Benefits of Cloud Computing Services
Explore what are the benefits of cloud computing services and revolutionize your business operations. Discover the power of cloud service solutions today.

Read full post
Business Continuity
[image: business data analytics]March 20, 2024
Unlocking Growth: How Business Data Analytics Can Transform Your Strategy
Discover the power of business data analytics and learn how it can revolutionize your strategy. Explore insights on how data analysts can help businesses.

Read full post
News
[image: Top cybersecurity threats]March 7, 2024
Navigating the Digital Minefield: Top Cybersecurity Threats Facing Your Business Today
Explore the top cybersecurity threats and learn how to fortify your defences against cybercrime. Stay informed with the latest cyber security insights.

Read full post
IT Security 


Next






We specialize in transforming tech headaches into secure operations...
A simple click is all it takes and we'll do the same for you!

Talk to an Expert

          
        





Ready to secure your business?
Contact us to discuss your specific needs...

We will respond as soon as possible, and for free!
If you are a contract customer looking to submit a service ticket to the helpdesk or support please email help@udni.com
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Send us a message


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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For over 30 years, we've helped SMBs in Pennsylvania with reliable, cost-effective, and secure technology solutions. 

With an average response time of 15 mins and >90% first contact resolution, you can count on us to deliver.
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Services
IT Infrastructure



Microsoft 365 (M365) support
Network support
VoIP services




Managed IT



Co-managed IT services
IT helpdesk & support
Status monitoring
Proactive maintenance
Endpoint management




Professional IT Services



IT audit & compliance
Software and workflows
Microsoft 365 optimization
Cybersecurity consulting
Business continuity
Application development




IT Security



Technical business review (TBR)
Virtual CIO services
IDPS: Intrusion detection and prevention systems
Multi-factor authentication services
Managed detection & response (MDR)
Spam & DNS website filtering
Email protection
Security awareness training
Endpoint detection and response (EDR)
Data backups & disaster recovery
Cybersecurity & endpoint protection




Areas We ServeIndustries
Pages
About Us TestimonialsBlogContact Us Remote SupportMedia roomSitemap
Contact us

info@udni.com

(814) 631-1700

2032 E Pleasant Valley Blvd
Suite 7
Altoona, PA 16602
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